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GENERAL NEWS
Digital file storage for Club business is being stored on Diane’s OneDrive. The directory is viewable but not editable for those granted sharing rights. If you want access, email Diane and she will
email you the link .
Website. Dave Briggs is overseeing the construction of the club website, this will be up and running in 2016 and will be a continual work in progress. Tasman Library have started to administer
a community Website, and we are looking into methods of utilising their site for placing our own
information.
SUBS:
Please be aware that subs for 2016 are now due. They have been kept at the same level
as they have been for many years now so it represents great value for money. $25 single, $35 family.

January 2016 Field Trip
Not really a field trip, more of a get together at Kevin and Marys place. Here, we carried out further work
on the clubs collection. We examine and identify samples, label and photograph them then re-box them.
Details are entered onto a computerized database, and when complete will be a great club asset.
At these get togethers, there is opportunity to cut and polish samples, look at micro minerals under a microscope, and get help with identifying any mineral you may have. Kevin and Mary also provide a BBQ for
general use. We encourage members to participate, you don't have to attend all day, just pop in for a short
while if you wish.

January Meeting
At this meeting we screened two videos, the first was about the formation of the Sahara. Studying fossil
evidence some of which are embedded in the stones of the great pyramids, shows that the sahara was not
always a desert, in fact it used to be an ocean that got cut off from the rest of the oceans. As the ocean
dried up, it was a sad end for many sea creatures.
Abrupt Climate Change 5000 years
ago
(http://www.livescience.com/28493when-sahara-desert-formed.html)
From lakes and grasslands with hippos and
giraffes to a vast desert, North Africa's sudden geographical transformation 5,000 years
ago was one of the planet's most dramatic
climate shifts.
The transformation took place nearly simultaneously across the continent's northern
half, a new study finds. The results will appear in an upcoming issue of the journal Earth and Planetary Science Letters.
The findings come from analyses of dust blown west from Africa and dropped into the Atlantic Ocean. Researchers
sifted through 30,000 years of dust and ocean bottom muck retrieved with ocean drilling ships. The changing levels of
windblown dust in the ocean sediments provide scientists with clues to Africa's climate and how it has changed over
time. Simply put, a lot of dust means drier conditions and less dust means a wetter environment.
The wet period, called the African Humid Period, started and ended suddenly, confirming previous studies by other
groups, the sediments revealed. However, toward the Humid Period's end about 6,000 years ago, the dust was at about
20 percent of today's level, far less dusty than previous estimates, the study found.
The study may give scientists a better understanding of how changing dust levels relate to climate by providing inputs
for climate models, David McGee, an MIT paleoclimatologist and lead study author, said in a statement. Sahara desert
dust dominates modern-day ocean sediments off the African coast, and it can travel in the atmosphere all the way to
North America.
McGee and his colleagues are now testing whether the dust measurements can resolve a long-standing problem: the
inability of climate models to reproduce the magnitude of wet conditions in North Africa 6,000 years ago.

The second video was on the Geology of
New York. Again Climate Change
played a major role. Once under a mile
high glacier, when the glacier retreated at
the end of the last major ice-age a huge
lake was formed. In a catastrophic
event, the lake emptied with great violence. This altered the course of the
Hudson river and the debris blocked the
open passage to the Atlantic, forming a
great natural harbour which still exists
today.
The video also explained the processes involved in the formation of the bedrock, making the location suitable for high
rise building.

The display table was calcite. It is surprising how many different forms of the same mineral there are. Some stunning examples were on display.
The find of the month was won by Tez Hardwick with a 1kg nugget of natural copper found at the Champion Mine.

Champion Mine
I took my grandson Zac to the Champion Mine over the Christmas break.
The Champion is a great source of world
class micro minerals, and with perseverance you can always find worthwhile
samples. This trip was no exception, I
found some mystery crystals that I don't
think had been found there before. The
crystals looked similar to this photograph.
Ilmenite crystals, Montijos quarry,
Monte Redondo, Leiria, Leiria District,
Portugal FOV 12mm

Ilmenite contains titanium which is not listed as existing at the Champion Mine. So I posted off a sample to Tim
Saunderson who kindly did a bead test.

Borax bead test
A small loop is made in the end of a platinum or Nichrome wire (as used in the flame test) and heated in a Bunsen
flame until red hot. It is then dipped into powdered borax, and the adhering solid is held in the hottest part of the flame
where it swells up as it loses its water of crystallization and then shrinks, forming a colourless, transparent glass-like
bead (a mixture of sodium metaborate and boric anhydride)
The bead is moistened (traditionally with the tongue) and dipped into the sample to be tested such that only a tiny

amount of the substance adheres to the bead. If too much substance is used, the bead will become dark and opaque.
The bead and adhering substance is then heated in the lower, reducing, part of the flame, allowed to cool, and the colour observed. It is then heated in the upper, oxidizing, part of the flame, allowed to cool, and the colour observed
again.[2]
Characteristic coloured beads are produced with salts of copper, iron, chromium, manganese, cobalt and nickel. After
the test, the bead is removed by heating it to fusion point, and plunging it into a vessel of water.
To cut a long story short, Tim identified iron and titanium in the sample,
and he is confident that it is ilmenite.with an unusual/rare crystal
shape.
On the way back from the mine we
stopped off at the smelter where
even more mico minerals can be
found. Here the caretaker came
across us and he offered us a lift
back to the car park, which we gratefully accepted (my back pack was
full of rocks!)
Once I learn how to take a decent
micro photo I will do an article on
the Champion Micro minerals.

Waitangi Weekend Field Trip to Reefton, 6-8 February 2016
Written up by Steve Cross

14 personnel
including club
members,
spouses and
associates took
part in a field
trip to Reefton
over Waitangi
weekend.
Those participating were
Mike and Hazel Blowers,
Ian and Hillary
Ladds, Kevin
Bourne and
Mary Davies,
Diane Toole,
Dave Briggs,
Steve Cross,
David Blowers
and friend Lyn, Tez Hardwick and grandson Zac, and our host and Master of Ceremonies for the weekend, John Taylor at Reefton.
We were very lucky in having resident consultant geologist, club member and Reefton resident John Taylor orches-

trate this weekend for us. John has lived in Reefton for quite some time now and has worked for Oceana Gold, Solid
Energy and more recently as a freelance geologist. He also serves on the West Coast Conservation Board and is actively involved with a Committee that has been set up to return the Reefton School of Mines to its former glory.
Through John we were able to use the School of Mines as our base during the weekend.
We started off meeting at 11:00 am on Saturday at the School of Mines
where we got to look at the extensive mineral collection and look around
at the back of the building in the old retort room which the Society intends to restore. The building is remarkably original. John said that there
used to be bottles of acid in the retort room but DOC, as owners now of
the building decided there was too much of a H&S risk keeping them
there.
After breaking for lunch we regrouped at the Black's Point museum
which was also very interesting and gave us a good appreciation of the
depth of history in the area.
After the museum visit we headed off to Waiuta. When we got there John gave us a run -down of the history of the
place. Waiuta mined a quartz reef which was world class as it was a remarkably regular and persistent, steeply-dipping
quartz lode. It averaged only 0.6 metres in width, although locally ranging from only a few centimetres up to 4 metres
wide but the reef ran for about 1 km between bounding faults and continued at depth for at least 3000 ft. In 1910 the
average gold content of the ore recovered from the mine was 16.4 gm/tonne. The reef became known as the "Birthday
Reef" because it was discovered on 9 November 1905, King Edward VII's birthday.

We were very fortunate having John with us as he was able to show
us the exact location of the original discovery, which was only a
very short piece of reef showing through the surface. The reef basically tracks between the Blackwater Shaft and the Prohibition Shaft
and we bushwhacked our way over a hill between the road to the
Prohibition Shaft and Coorang Creek. Along the way we saw the
original prospecting trenches cut across the line of the reef and used
for locating it. There are a number of sinkholes along the way
where stoping has come close to the surface, which has then collapsed. Not a place to wander around if you don't know what you
are doing! Unfortunately there is an exclusion zone around the
Prohibition Shaft now due to arsenic contamination.
Mining at Waiuta stopped in 1951 when there was a major collapse
in the Blackwater shaft. The difficulties associated with a possible
re-entry were compounded in more recent years when a contractor
working on the site botched their work and caused further collapse
of the shaft. Recent drilling by Oceana shows the reef continues at
depth and has good grades, but considerable up-front investment
would be needed to prove the viability of re-opening the mine. The
fact that the gold is only found within the relatively narrow quartz
zone means any future mining will be underground rather than
open cast.

We convened back at the School of Mines on Saturday evening when John gave two very interesting presentations on
Cornish Mining history, (including the Cornish links with Reefton) and beam pumps. I hadn't appreciated how much
mining history there was in Cornwall. When mining in Cornwall went into decline there was a Cornish diaspora to
many other places in the world, including Reefton where there was a settlement near the Globe mine known as Cornishtown. Cornish miners were known as "Cousin Jacks" and "Cousin Jennies". Some say that Cornish miners became known as “Cousin Jacks” because they were always asking for a job for their cousin Jack back at home! We also
learnt about the Cornish beam pump invented by Richard Trevithick in the 19th century, which transformed mining by
allowing dewatering of deeper mines. John showed us how prevalent Cornish pumphouses were around the world,

with a characteristic design necessary to support the huge beams. Waihi is a NZ example.

Sunday morning saw us head off early in the morning to visit the Golden Fleece battery and see it in operation. A gent
by the name of Billie Watts was leading the tour and operating the battery, leading one wit to say "it takes more than
one watt to run a battery". It was fascinating seeing the stampers working and hearing how it all worked. Billie whetted our appetite for further exploration by showing us a particularly nice piece of gold bearing quartz - something I
think we were all looking at with covetous eyes.

Gold in Quartz

From here we walked up Murray Creek to the site of the Energetic Mine.
Some stayed there while the rest carried on past Cementown and on to
the old Chandler's open cast mine site where we looked for leaf fossils
with mixed success. Any examples seemed to be either very fragile or broken, but the site was interesting.

On the way up Murray Creek we passed an interesting sedimentary structure that caused divided opinion and much
speculation as to whether these were sole marks or not. I think the predominant view was that these probably aren't
sole marks but more like a more viscous substance in a softer sediment flowing forward and then stopping and solidifying.

Sole Marks?

After lunching at the Energetic Mine we climbed 332 or 333 or 334 steps to reach the top of a ridge and the start of an
old tramline to Lankey's Creek. The steps assumed considerable importance since John had lead us to believe we were
facing "about 100 steps". It would be fair to say that John is not likely to forget how many steps there are in future as
he got plenty of commentary on this from the party.

The tram track was easy walking through beautiful bush with mining relics along the way. We poked our noses into a
drive through a cemented formation then came to a site where we looked for Devonian fossils, with quite good success. Diane found an almost complete Spirifer and there were plenty of other finds which I'm sure we'll see at future
club meetings.

After a lot of fossicking we followed Lankey's Creek out to the road at Crushington where there is a memorial to Jack
Lovelock, who won Olympic Gold in Berlin in 1936 and who was born at Crushington.

Monday morning started with a quick visit to see some rocks placed as river protection near the Motor Camp but
which contained what we think are fossilised tube worm castings.

The party then split with the fossilisers heading off for Lankeys Ck/Stoney Ck and the mineralogists heading to the
site of the Fiery Cross mine to look for stibnite.

We took the turn-off at Cronadun and followed Boatmans Creek to the end of the road and the start of the Kirwan's
Hill track. This was a good track for a period then we had to bushwhack our way to the mine site. That was quite
tough going and there were many wasp nests present. Anyone going here should carry an Epi-pen if there is any possibility they are allergic to wasp stings. A few in our party got stung. I was clamouring over a fallen branch when it
broke on me and I fell forward on my left hand onto a plant of the native fierce nettle urtica ferox. My hand was stinging for a day afterwards. We found some very good specimens of stibnite in the vicinity of the mine site.
It was hot coming out and Mary and Diane dived into the creek back at the carpark to cool off.

I think we were all impressed with how well Tez's grandson Zac did throughout the whole trip. He is a determined
little guy who managed amazingly well.

There is still much for us to see and do around Reefton. Mention was made of Kirwan's Hill and the Alexander mine
so I foresee we will be back at some stage.

UPCOMING EVENTS

SUBS:
Please be aware that subs for 2016 are now due. They have been kept at the same level
as they have been for many years now so it represents great value for money. $25 single, $35 family.
You can pay direct to our bank account Wespac 03 0751 0274539 00 please inform Hub, our treasurer hub.opdenbuysch@gmail.com or post a cheque to 436 Sunrise Valley Road, RD1 Upper
Moutere 7173. Cheque to be made payable to Nelson Rock and Mineral Club. Alternatively you
can see Hub at one of our monthly meetings.

If you have done anything of interest relating to Rocks and Minerals, why not submit a short article for possible inclusion in the next newsletter, as the other members would love to hear about it.
This newsletter is great forum for sharing ideas and activities.

Large tumbler for hire: Takes two drums. Operates off main. Size: 1m x 300depth x
900high.including table. Grit available. Cost: $10/month plus the cost of grit. Contact Kevin.

Future program (possible, but definitely not finalised)

March 17thClub night
March 20thFT

Ice: Canadian Arctic diamonds
Okiwi to Elaine BayTalc , plus

James Mc Donald
?

mineral belt , Fossils in Elaine Bay
area

April 21stClub night
th

April 24 FT
th

May 19 Club night
nd

May 22

FT

South Island geology spots

Lis Martins

Collins Valley Quarry

Mike Blowers

Moutere Gravels?

Joseph Thomas (Mary)

Buller Gorge overnight?

th

Reefton geology?

John Taylor (Mike)

th

June 16 Club night
June 19 FT

Canaan Downs

Chris?

st

Kauri Gum

Peter Ingram

th

Red Hills, Whangamoa Valley
– Chromite , Malachite , Argillite

July 21 Club night
July 24 FT

